
 

Midnight Valley 
Fossil valley of moderate length, with many verticals, only partially equipped; the final, although fossil, is 
well excavated. The value of the itinerary is essentially environmental, with a very suggestive exit itinerary. 

Difference in altitude about 550 meters 

Development about 1 km 

Approximate approach time: 1h / 1h30 '' 

Approximate travel time: 3h / 4h30h (calculated without stops for 5 people of average experience) 

Approximate exit time: 20'30 ' 

Vertical highest 25 mt 

Notes: at the end of the gorge you pass under the road bridge, from which unfortunately a large amount of 
waste is thrown: prepare in time for the horrendous spectacle ... 

Minimum equipment required: a 60 m long rope, set of equipment to remake anchors and normal 
canyoning equipment (helmet, harness, descender, waterproof bag blockers, electric front, etc.); the 
wetsuit is not essential, as the throat is normally devoid of sliding; however, the presence of some pools 
with stagnant water in the final part is not excluded. 

Nearest inhabited center: Sapri (SA) 

ACCESS 

Auto park: waypoint park VM 

Access to the gorge: KMZ VM track 

Throat entrance: waypoint VM entrance 

Output: KMZ VM output track 

After the bridge, continue to descend until, on the right, you notice a faint trace: this is the ancient path 
that takes the name of "appreciate me the donkey", very scenic. Follow the track up to a hill with a table; 
then you connect to a track that goes up to the road. 
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